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You can do what 
you want 

We developed together
new techniques. And we
agree. She's my new one now
girlfriend in the lab
Oberhardstrasse, where it
lovely woman sounds 
are. Here with the
I find it in women's sounds
rattling lovely, the 
girlfriends rattle
my wishes.
Up, too!

I find it feminine 
so loving.

I was not allone in advent-
week-end 2. I feel in love with 
all lovings of girls. 

Yesterday I saw drone 
pilot gamer in the
garden, in here
I'm a utf-8 leader.
So the drones of Daniel
Steiner's Bernhate Marty
Jurastrasse 22 are
lurking outside.
New Year's Eve is coming.
Then the icy first weeks at work. 

Nobody knows the strength here
in the notorious 20a inside.
When everything is shut down 
at night, the gate is open as it is on
Saturday lunch and  
evening times.

 



Drone gamers outside,
lights on inside. We're off,
drive off, the last time 
colleagues were beaten up
on ours Stand here 
by the hedge.
Suspended. This week someone
like Hate Berner 
was even arrested. 

Everyone is watching the
megastores. We fitted the
clock to her, then to me.
Ruffle time shows the path
of the radio of 20 minutes
around the zenith center
of our solar system
in a curved axis
from Mars to Earth
or from Earth to Mars.

Exciting moments when the 
protective suit was removed.
Astronaut goggles with utf-32
conversational conversions un- 
and escape the utf-size
latin characters back to chinese.
Why are the two different
glasses in two continents
with Preprocessor(TM)-Teletext
supplies elsewhere manufactured
and supplies communications
conversions due to UTF-8 character
set sizes. 
 
We speak Latin and
letters, rattle and love each
other on earth up here in
our home office, 20 minutes
away by radio. 
Here, www.ruffleshop.de
runs flawlessly from room 
server 1,2,3,4, like everywhere 
on the server side of web hosting.

Andreas Lützenberger

  




